AR SINGLE WAVE

AR is an all around model for any conditions. Wave side shore, on-shore, off-shore; it’s the fin that does it all having a wave shape for the smaller sizes and going to more of a freewave shape for the bigger sizes. Speed and early planning are great characteristics of this fin.

FEATURES

SIZE
> 21 cm
> 22 cm
> 23 cm
> 24 cm

BOX
> US BASE
> POWER BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/ar-single-fin
**K-ONE SINGLE WAVE**

Multiple time world champion Kevin Pritchard collaborated with MFC to produce the highest-performing single fin on the market. G-10 construction with a straighter outline provides early planning and optimum upwind ability to get you into the best waves with priority.

The narrow outline and chord deliver the maneuverability demanded for the most radical maneuvers. The exclusive profile from Kevin Pritchard guarantees the fastest top speed with control that you’ll get out of your board. This makes the K-one a great crossover for bump & jump conditions as well.

**FEATURES**

**SIZE**
- > 21 cm
- > 21.5 cm
- > 22 cm
- > 23 cm
- > 24 cm
- > 27 cm

**BOX**
- > US BASE
- > SLOT BOX
- > POWER BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/k-one
FREEWAVE

The all-new Freewave has been completely redesigned to maximize early planing and top speed. A straighter leading edge from the base increases early planing potential and the new square tip eliminates unneeded surface area that typically causes drag. Combined with a thinner profile in the bottom half to increase maneuverability, this Freewave fin is the ultimate choice for great performance across a variety of conditions and disciplines.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 21cm
> 23cm
> 25cm
> 28cm
> 30cm
> 32cm
> 34cm
> 36cm

CONSTRUCTION
> G10

BOX SYSTEMS
> US Base
> Powerbox

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/freewave-single-fin
Freestyle. Gollito Estredo.
It’s hard to think about freestyle without thinking of Gollito Estredo. The multiple-time world champ has put all of his experience, passion, and energy into this shape, delivering the speed and grip you need to enter moves at top speed for maximum pop and lift, and then release to let you slide through combo moves with ease. Approved by Estredo the 9X Freestyle World Champion!

FEATURES

SIZES
> 16cm
> 17cm
> 18cm
> 20cm

CONSTRUCTION
> G10

BOX / BASE
> Us Box
> Slot Box
> Powerbox

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/ge-freestyle-gollito-estredo/
TWIN WAVE

Recognizing the ever changing board shapes these days to accommodate a variety of sailors in various conditions. This twin-fin setup for real-world conditions reduces lift while the wide base and cord delivers the best early planing and agility needed to get out through the break and quickly re-direct on waves with bumpier faces.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 15cm
> 16cm
> 17cm
> 18cm

BOX
> US BASE
> SLOT BOX

CONSTRUCTION
> CNC G-10

This thruster set is ideal for side-on and bump&jump conditions. A straighter rake angle and faster profile with G-10 construction gets you up the wave faster in backside conditions and boosting higher off chop and swells at your local spot.

**TF/FW FREEWAVE**

**FEATURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CENTER FIN</th>
<th>SIDES FINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 21 cm</td>
<td>&gt; 8 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 23 cm</td>
<td>&gt; 9 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 25 cm</td>
<td>&gt; 10 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> CENTER BOX
  > US BASE
  > SLOT BOX
  > POWER BOX

> SIDES BOX
  > US BASE
  > SLOT BOX
  > MINI TUTTLE

VF QUAD WAVE SET

The last few years, working with MFC, Pio Marasco and Kai Hopf have helped me find my perfect Quad SetUp for my onshore and my side-shore boards. I use the same fins in Pozo Izquierdo and Hookipa. The straighter & thicker profile from the back fins give me the speed I need for the turns, and the smaller side fins make a great combination of speed and flow.

— Víctor Fernández, E42

AVAILABLE SIZES:
> MFC VF QUAD 140
> MFC VF QUAD 145
> MFC VF QUAD 150
> MFC VF QUAD 160
> MFC VF QUAD SIDES 90MM
> MFC VF QUAD SIDES 95MM

BOX
> US Box
> Slot Box
> Minituttle

VF TRIFIN WAVE

The MFC VF TriFin is the fin set up I always use on my Stubby boards which I use a lot during the PWA World Tour in onshore conditions. Back fin gives a lot forgiveness to a flat rocker board and the side fins with more rake give a lot of early planning to the board. Great combination. Upwind performance is also incredible.

— Víctor Fernández, E42

AVAILABLE SIZES:
- MFC VF TRIFIN CENTER 200
- MFC VF TRIFIN CENTER 190
- MFC VF TRIFIN CENTER 180
- MFC VF TRIFIN CENTER 170
- MFC VF TRIFIN CENTER 160
- MFC VF TRIFIN SIDES 11MM
- MFC VF TRIFIN SIDES 12MM

BOX
- US Box
- Slot Box
- Minituttle

TF TRIFIN WAVE

Chosen by riders and board brands worldwide, the TF-RTM model is the most used thruster setup on the planet. Maneuverable in a variety of wave conditions, the RTM carbon construction delivers a light weight, fast flexing fin for optimum response under your feet when you need it most.

FEATURES

CENTERS
> 15 cm
> 16 cm
> 17 cm
> 18 cm
> 19 cm
> 20 cm

SIDES
> 10 cm
> 11 cm
> 12 cm

BOX
> US Box
> Slot Box
> Minituttle

TF2 CENTER WAVE

The TF2 Center Wave is designed to accommodate the needs of the new shorter, wider boards found across a variety of brands today. Wider tails and wider noses require a fin that can make tighter, almost pivot like turns, without slipping or compromising on speed. Featuring a straighter leading edge and less of a tip provides agility and eliminates drag, giving you the speed and tight radius turns.

FEATURES

SIZE
> 15 cm
> 16 cm
> 17 cm
> 18 cm
> 19 cm
> 20 cm
> 21 cm

BOX
> US Box
> Slot Box
> Minituttle

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/tf2-center-fin
Carbon molded with precise flex torsion refined after countless hours of R&D, these QS_RTM fins have quickly become the most popular quad setup on the market. Responsive, maneuverable, and full of drive, the QS Quads are the easy choice to maximize the performance of your quad wave board.

**FEATURES**

**SIZE**
- QS200
- QS250
- QS300
- QS350
- QS400

**CENTER BOX**
- US BASE
- SLOT BOX
- POWER BOX

**SIDES BOX**
- US BASE
- SLOT BOX
- MINI TUTTLE

RV1 QUAD SET WAVE

Inspired by our Big Wave XXL-R2 Quad, the RV1 Quad set derives from the Peahi experience and need for a fin to perform in extreme conditions.

A straighter and slightly pinched leading edge increases early planing to catch bigger waves and helps maintain control at higher speeds. Stiffer rear fins for speed are complimented by side fins designed to hold the rail in place even through chop on the face.

FEATURES

CENTER
> 135mm
> 140mm
> 150mm
> 160mm

SIDES
> 80mm
> 90mm

BOX
> US BASE
> SLOT BOX
> POWER BOX

MORE INFO: https://mfchawaii.com
Kauli Seadi opened the door to the modern era of wavesailing, combining powerful rail to rail turns with freestyle maneuvers off the lip. Needing a fin to meet his new style, the K300 was born. Over the last 3 seasons the K300 setup has been refined and approved by the MFC team for their unique ability to handle you pushing as hard as possible on the bottom without releasing, while still being snappy off the top. A straight leading edge entry gets you upwind and to the peak even in less than ideal wind conditions, and helps the set to crossover and perform in side-on conditions as well as side-off. The 9cm side fins hold grip even at extremely high speeds thanks to reduced drag from a thinner foil profile, while the size range for the back provide the grip you need depending on the size of you and your board.

**FEATURES**

**SIZE**
- > 13 cm
- > 14 cm
- > 15 cm
- > 16 cm
- > 9 cm — SIDES

**BOX**
- > US Box
- > Slot Box
- > Mini Tutle (sides)

**CONSTRUCTION**
- > CNC BLACK G10

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/k300-quad-fin-set
HF FREERIDE

Freeride encompasses a wide range of criteria for a fin to satisfy. It’s gotta be fast but friendly, plane up early but still be turny, accommodating the needs of the largest discipline in windsurfing. The HF Freeride is a no compromise freeride fin. The larger sizes (44—52) have less rake for more top end speed while the smaller sizes (28—42) feature more rake to reduce spinout and increase maneuverability in higher winds. For 2020 we continue to offer two constructions — Carbon for high performance and Glass for a more economical, durable solution.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 28 cm
> 30 cm
> 32 cm
> 34 cm
> 36 cm
> 38 cm
> 40 cm
> 42 cm
> 44 cm
> 46 cm
> 48 cm
> 50 cm
> 52 cm

BOX
> POWER BOX
> TUTTLE BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/hf-ride-carbon
MFC is proud to announce the all new freerace blaster, the Liquid Pro. Developed out of our slalom development program, the Liquid Pro features an entirely new outline, profile, and material composition to deliver uncompromising speed and performance out of any freeride/freerace board in your quiver. Looking for that little extra edge to blast by your friends? The Liquid Pro is your answer!

**FEATURES**

**SIZES**
- > 28 cm
- > 30 cm
- > 32 cm
- > 34 cm
- > 36 cm
- > 38 cm
- > 40 cm
- > 42 cm
- > 44 cm
- > 46 cm
- > 48 cm
- > 50 cm

**BOX**
- > US Base
- > Powerbox
- > Slot box

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/liquid-pro
H1 RACING

For the last few years MFC has had the honor to collaborate with Sail designer and Guru, Kai Hopf, developing the ultimate race fin. With more than 50yrs of combined experience in between MFC and Kai, the collaboration has resulted in a unique thin profile with custom flex that provides the earliest planing race fin. The H1 turns while maintaining perfect trim and top speeds in straight line blasting. In addition, the H1 has no-cavitation at high speeds because of the design profile. Finally, a unique new coloring material for pigmentation of the G10 material is absorbed by the resin to create a smooth surface increasing top end speed even further.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 28 cm
> 30 cm
> 32 cm
> 34 cm
> 36 cm
> 37 cm
> 38 cm
> 40 cm
> 42 cm
> 44 cm
> 46 cm
> 47 cm
> 48 cm
> 50 cm
> 52 cm

BOX
> POWER BOX
> TUTTLE BOX

Thanks to customer feedback and suggestions, for 2018 MFC introduces a new line to the Weed range, the WeedRide. A cross between our signature WeedBurner and WeedWave, the WeedRide delivers the ultimate balance between speed and maneuverability. The profile derives from the H1, meaning it’s going to be blistering fast, yet with more rake maintains excellent carving capabilities. Available in black G-10 and Bio Resin construction.

**FEATURES**

**SIZES**
- > 30 cm
- > 33 cm
- > 36 cm
- > 39 cm

**BOX**
- > SLOT BOX
- > POWER BOX
- > TUTTLE BOX

More info: [https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/weed-ride](https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/weed-ride)
WEED WAVE

Back for its 3rd year in production thanks to great customer feedback and suggestions, the Weed-Wave delivers a great performance into waves. It is a maneuverable fin, also fast in the upwind reach, Available in black G-10

FEATURES

SIZES

> 21 cm
> 23 cm
> 25 cm
> 27 cm
> 29 cm

BOX

> US BASE
> SLOT BOX
> POWER BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/weed-wave
WINDSURFING 2020

WSC WEED SAN CARLOS

Punta San Carlos, Baja, features some of the best starboard tack wave-sailing on the planet for every level of sailor. Beginners can hone their skills upwind at ‘Old Man’s,’ while downwind the Point and Chili Bowl offer some of the longest, perfect waves imaginable. However, the Pacific Ocean seaweed and grass can ruin your session, which is why we’ve developed the WSC Weed San Carlos as a high-performance wave weed fin. A steep curve at the base helps whisk the weeds away while the traditional profile provides a similar feel to our wave range for the perfect Baja waves.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 21 cm
> 22 cm
> 23 cm
> 24 cm
> 25 cm

BOX
> US BASE
> SLOT BOX
> POWER BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/san-carlos-weed-wave
Ideal for any kind of water conditions, the Weed freestyle effortlessly slips through large patches of grass while sliding for unencumbered performance at the highest level of freestyle no matter what’s below the surface.

**FEATURES**

**SIZES**
- > 16 cm
- > 18 cm
- > 20 cm

**BOX**
- > US BASE
- > SLOT BOX
- > POWER BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/weed-freestyle
VWB WEED BURNER

Derived from the HI Racing fin program, the WeedBurner is the ultimate race fin for weedy/grassy locations. Though the rake back allows the fin to easily slip through grass/weeds.

The profile remains similar enough to deliver the torque for early planing, upwind performance, and top speed without getting caught by weeds and cavitating or coming to a dead stop at an inconvenient time.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 29 cm
> 34 cm
> 40 cm
> 46 cm

BOX
> DEEP TUTTLE
> TUTTLE BOX
> POWER BOX

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/fins/weed-burner
WAVE HARNESS II

Brawzinho’s signature harness, the Wave Harness II contains everything Marcilio needs and nothing else. Simple yet effective, we have stripped out more layers and refined the outline to be lower and slimmer. Advanced ergonomics for optimal support is provided through a well thought out interior featuring a molded spinal grip EVA for maximum comfort and support. Our new re-designed quick release, is easy to click when you need to get out of situations!

FEATURES

- Marcilio Browne Signature Harness
- Smaller Outline for maximum comfort
- Molded Spinal grip for advanced ergonomics
- Ultralight
- Heavy-duty
- Double Strap Buckles System
- Quick Release
- Available Sizes:
  - Small (S) = 26 — 29 | 23.5cm BAR
  - Medium (M) = 29 — 32 | 28.5cm BAR
  - Large (L) = 32—36 | 28.5cm BAR
  - XLarge (XL) = 36—38 | 28.5cm BAR

COLORS

- BLACK
- WHITE
- ORANGE
- OLIVE
- BLUE

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/wave-harness-2
HARNESS LINES

Designed with no swing, precise sizing, and low profile styling. Our harness lines contain 5mm spectra rope inside a high-density polyurethane tubing 3mm thick, finished with non slip velcro to stay put and last for seasons.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 20”
> 22”
> 24”
> 26”
> 28”
> 30”
> 32”
> 34”

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/harness-lines
FOOTSTRAPS

One of the most important yet overlooked parts of any windsurfers’ quiver, our foot-straps have been completely redesigned to offer the most comfort, support, and locked in feel possible. Giving you a true connection to your board, our external adjustable system and 1/2/3 bolts accommodate every foot size and board setup that exists.

FEATURES

> Preformed arch prevents collapsing
> 7mm neoprene padding
> Internal adjustment system
> Single or double insert compatibility
> One-year limited warranty

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/footstraps
DAYLITE SINGLE BAG

Lightweight, durable, and the perfect fit are the key factors for any board bag. The Daylite checks off all criteria, constructed with 180g White Terpee interior and exterior with 4mm padding. An OEM zipper and soft grip EVA handle ensure your board stays tucked away and easy to transport, making it the perfect option for daily use from your home to your car to your local spot.

FEATURES

> Padded Handle
> Shoulder Strap Ready (Not included)
> 2 PVC Brand Badges (top & bottom)
> Top Hanger
> OEM Zipper
> Branded Terminal zippers

SIZES

> 225x70
> 235x70
> 240x75
> 245x80
> 250x90
> 255x95

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/accessories/day-bag
The beefier older brother of the Daylite Single, the Travel single is designed to keep your board safe for air travel. Featuring a D420 Black Dobby ripstop exterior combined with 180gr white tarpee material and 8mm padding walls, the Travel single can withstand common handling in and out of airports. A durable marine grade PK zipper withstands harsh travel elements and the soft-grip EVA carrying handle is complimented by a shoulder strap and nose protectors to ensure your gear is safe and easy to transport no matter your destination.

**FEATURES**

- > 8mm padding
- > Black Dobby D420 ripstop
- > PK zipper.
- > 120g White Terpee interior
- > Nose Protector
- > EVA Foam Handles
- > Shoulder strap ready (not included)

**SIZES**

- > 225x70
- > 235x70
- > 240x75
- > 245x80
- > 250x90
- > 255x95
ONE SHOT TRAVEL BAG

Whether in the back of your pickup truck or traveling for a strike mission, the oneshot travel bag is the perfect option to combine your quiver into one, easy to transport, storage system. 4 external adjustable straps and 2 internal straps accommodate a wide variety of options depending on your travel plans, car packing, or airline weight limitations. Manufactured with D420 ripstop exterior, marine grade PK zipper, and 10mm interior padding ensures the bag can last for seasons to come and keep your gear protected.

FEATURES

> 10mm padding
> D420 ripstop
> PK zipper.
> 120g White Terpee interior
> Nose Protector
> 4 External webbing straps with lock buckles
> EVA Foam Handles

SIZES

> 235 x 70 x 20

More info: https://mfchawaii.com
WS DOUBLE BOARD BAG

Options, options, options! With the ever changing airline policies, the WS Double Board Bag is a great option for any traveling windsurfer. With external and internal adjustable straps, durable D420 ripstop exterior and tarp 120gr white interior with 10mm padding, the WS Double is one of the lightest and most durable travel bags available. Designed to carry two windsurf boards, it can also be used to mix and match board and rig setups depending on total weight for airline regulations.

FEATURES

> 10mm padding
> D420 ripstop
> PK zipper.
> 120g White Terpee interior
> Nose Protector
> 4 External webbing straps with lock buckles
> EVA Foam Handles

SIZES

• 230 x 70 x 25 cm
• 240 x 70 x 25 cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/accessories/double-boardbag
WS TRIPLE BOARD BAG

Sometimes you’re going to head to places where you just don’t know what to bring. Or perhaps you and a friend are trying to cut down on airline baggage fees? If so, the WS Triple Board Bag is the choice for you. Featuring 4 external straps and 2 internal straps for custom adjustments provides you with unlimited options for packing, padding, and protecting your gear for all types of travel.

FEATURES

> 10mm padding
> D420 ripstop
> PK zipper
> 120g White Terpee interior
> Nose Protector
> 4 External webbing straps with lock buckles
> EVA Foam Handles

SIZE
> 250 x 90 x 25 cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/accessories/triple-boardbag
WS FREERIDE BOARD BAG

Options, options, options! With the ever changing airline policies, the WS Double Board Bag is a great option for any traveling windsurfer. With external and internal adjustable straps, durable D420 ripstop exterior and tarp 120gr white interior with 10mm padding, the WS Double is one of the lightest and most durable travel bags available. Designed to carry two windsurf boards, it can also be used to mix and match board and rig setups depending on total weight for airline regulations.

FEATURES

> 10mm padding
> D420 Dobby Ripstop
> PK zipper
> 120g White Terpee interior
> Nose Protector
> 4 External webbing straps with lock buckles
> EVA Foam Handles

SIZES

• 230 x 70 x 35 cm
• 240 x 70 x 35 cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com
BOOMBOX SAIL & BOOM BAG

A perfect compliment to our board bag range, the Boombox Sail & Boom Bag is a more compact option for carrying your rig and components. Capable of holding 4—6 sails & 2—3 booms, it’s a great option for airline travel or simply keeping your gear more organized at home.

FEATURES

> 10mm padding
> Will hold 6-8 sails & 2-3 booms
> D420 ripstop
> PK zipper
> 120g White Terpee interior
> 4 External webbing straps with lock buckles
> EVA Foam Handles

SIZE

> 180cm x 55cm x 30cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/accessories/boom-bag/
MAST BAG

Holding up to 6 masts up to 430cm length, the MFC Mast Bag is a great way to keep your masts organized in the garage, car, or for air travel.

FEATURES

> 10mm padding
> Will hold 5—6 masts
> Dobby D420 ripstop
> PK zipper.
> 120g White Terpee interior
> External Lock buckles
> EVA Foam Handles

SIZE

> 220 cm long
> Φ 20cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/mast-bag/
VULCAN BASE PAD

Nobody likes stubbing their toes on their mast base and universal, which is why we’ve developed the Vulcan pad to keep your feet safe. The central velcro opening allows for easy attachment and removal while also preventing early wear and tear.

FEATURES

> Made from EVA & D420 Ripstop
> High density Webbing.
> Velcro opening.

FINBAG SMALL WAVE

Featuring 10 padded dividers and exterior pockets for tools and hardware, the Small Wave Fin bag is the perfect bag to stash your precious wave fins.

FEATURES

> Weight: 500g
> Length: 40cm
> Height: 20cm
> Width: 12cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/sup-accessories/fin-bag/
FINBAG XL RACING

Featuring a 55cm length with 10 padded dividers provides a great solution for racers looking for a lightweight solution to keep their prized race weapons safe. 3 exterior pockets allow you to store extra screws, hardware and anything else you might need to stay organized.

FEATURES

- Weight: 500g
- Length: 55cm
- Height: 22cm
- Width: 15cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/sup-accessories/fin-bag-xl/
CAR PADS FOR RACKS

Velcro closures make our rack pads easily mountable and accommodate a wide range of roof racks.

FEATURES

> 66.04 cm | 26” Wide

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/surf/roof-rack-pads/
CAR STAPS

5 meters long, 25mm wide polyester webbing with a 25mm alloy buckle offer you maximum versatility with stashing equipment on the roof and the security to know your gear will stay up there for thousand mile drives, or just to your local spot.

FEATURES

> 25mm
Length: 5 meter
Width: 25mm webbing
Material: Polyester webbing
Buckle: 25mm alloy buckle

> 38mm
Length: 5 meter
Width: 38mm webbing
Material: Polyester Webbing
Buckle Ref: 38mm Alloy Buckle.